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INTRODUCTION

I have always seen myselfas a lover ofliterature, and I am driven to share that love with
others, which is one ofthe major reasons I became a high school English teacher. My passion is
relating books to real life, watching the faces ofyoung adults the first time they fall in love with
a book, and helping them nurture that new interest. However, up until this school year, this type
ofinteraction was not occurring as often as I wished in my eleventh grade classroom.
Although I wanted to impart my love for books to my students, I found that they were not
reacting to novels with the same enthusiasm I felt. Last year, for example, I taught The Great
Gatsby. It was awful. The kids hated it, I hated it, they didn't relate, I had to read it to them ... and
at the end, they got nothing out ofit. They were relieved to be finished, and so was I! That's
when I began to re-evaluate my job as a teacher, and it occurred to me that a major shift had to
occur in my interactions with my students. If I wanted them to be interested by and relate to
books, I needed to give them some different options. From this realization came an idea: I
decided to make young adult literature an integral part ofmy classroom.
This year, I employed that idea and taught Suzanne Collins' The Hunger Games. The
classroom experience was vastly different-in fact I had to change what I was doing in the
classroom because the students were reading ahead ofwhere I was. They took books home with
them, requested the second book, and told me that I was going too slowly for them.
This was my first experience with the vast majority of my students actually loving what I
gave them to read, and the difference was what I had chosen to give them. After this occurrence,
I began to try young adult (YA) literature in other ways, too. For example, I still wanted to teach
The Great Gatsby with my Dual Enrollment students, but I needed them to understand and enjoy
it, so I decided to teach Gordon Korman's Jake, Reinvented first. I didn't tell the students that it
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was a retold version of The Great Gatsby; I just let them read and enjoy the story. They became
involved with the characters, predicted the plot twists, and felt sorry for Rick at the end. After
hearing their sophisticated analyses concerning the gender and social roles of the characters
(represented in the Lesson Plan section of this document), I felt comfortable moving on to The
Great Gatsby. They soon recognized the similarities, but I did not have to use one book as an
enticement to read the other; they saw the books as separate texts with innate differences, and
read each with an appreciation of its strengths and weaknesses. When the time came to write
analysis papers on The Great Gatsby, several students asked instead to write about Jake,
Reinvented-they were more interested in exploring feminism and social roles in that text than
The Great Gatsby.
I realized the problem was that many high school students couldn't relate to books like The
Great Gatsby. They had no cultural references and it didn't make sense to them. Once I saw
what they could really do with a book, I realized what the problem had been before: it's not that
they didn't want to read, it was just that they didn't want to read stories with no cultural or
personal relevance. Joan Kaywell agrees. In her book Adolescent Literature as a Complement to
the Classics, she writes "Part of the problem, as most teachers are fully aware, is that the classics
are often too distant from our students' experiences or the reading level is too difficult" (qtd. In
Gibbons 56). Unfortunately, those are the kinds of books that the school curriculum is pushing at
them. It was delightful to realize that my high school students were actually skilled readers who
could analyze literature and become deeply involved in what they were reading-they just
needed the right book to get them there.
As I evaluated what was happening in my classroom, I came to two understandings. First, I
realized that there was a significant difference between age and experience: just because students
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are old enough to read and understand a book, it cannot be assumed they have the life experience
to truly understand the situations contained within, or the critical thinking skills to decode the
often-complicated classics. For example, in "The Lens of Reader Response," Deborah Appleman
tells of a teacher who became " .. .increasingly frustrated as she watched her students measure, by
their own limited experiences, the predicaments and decisions of Hester Prynne, George and
Lenny, Daisy Buchanan, and Atticus Finch" (27). While high school students may have a partial
understanding of the situations they see these characters in, often they simply do not have the
breadth of experience to empathize with or expound on them.
Secondly, I grasped that perhaps the students enjoyed Jake, Reinvented and The Hunger
Games because they were better novels than what is traditionally taught. To my mind, The
Hunger Games is a more complicated, richer text than The Odyssey, for example, and I certainly
enjoyed reading it more. Deciding to step away from the traditional and often-stifling curriculum
is one of the best choices I have made so far as a teacher.
As I created this shift in my own classroom, I realized that in these technologically advanced
times, all English teachers need to change the way they think about themselves and what they are
teaching. Access to the Internet and other forms of communication and information-sharing
reduces the need for students to memorize discrete bits of data; instead, they need to know how
to apply these pieces of information, and how the pieces fit together. Therefore, we need to think
of ourselves less as information-givers and more as meaning-makers along with our students. In
his article "Scholars and Sound Bites" Gerald Graff writes, "The prospects of improving
teaching depend greatly, then, on how we respond to the proposition that 'academic' and
'popular' occupy opposing ends of the communication spectrum" (np). Many people seem to
believe, for example, that because YA literature is popular, it cannot then be considered for use
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in the classroom; however, it is a fallacy to believe that only a certain number of texts can be
meaningful and privileged in our classrooms.
Although Graff is mostly concerned with collegiate academics and professors, his ideas
apply to high school teachers as well. Nancie Atwell, a middle and high school teacher, has long
argued similarly, and writes about the traditional atmosphere of English classrooms:
It's like Ken Kesey said: you're either on the bus, or you're off the bus. For a long
time, I was virtually alone inside the bus. Other adults-including most of my
elementary school colleagues-were on the outside ...English was my field. I read
literature and subscribed to The New York Review ofBooks. My students were
outsiders too-although every year I'd let a few aboard. The gifted ones, right?
(130).
This is the very attitude that English teachers must avoid. Instead, we need to consider how to
include all of our students and find what will interest them. Often, the increased focus on
standardized testing is blamed for the lack of interest in English classrooms, as is reluctance by
students to read given their other options for entertainment. However, this is simply not true.
Though a report by the NEA cites the fact that "... young people ages 15 to 24 read 10 minutes or
less a day on average, and less than 25 percent of 17-year-olds read almost every day for fun"
(''Not Reading" 8) , it is also important to consider how students might still be looking for
material that engages them. A separate report from the same year claims that "7 5 percent of kids
ages five to 17 say they still want to read books," and that one reason they often do not is "they
have trouble finding books they like" ("Still Wild About Books" 13). Thomas Bean writes
" ...according to the American Library Association, around 20 percent of library card patrons are
under the age of 18. And fiction is preferred over non-fiction, particularly books that deal with
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coming-of-age issues" (3). Teachers have an obligation to their students to help them find books
they are interested in and will actually read. We must constantly be learning about how our
students and new texts are evolving. In a certain way, we should position ourselves as scholars
alongside our students.
What I am proposing is a teacher/scholar pedagogy, treating each::text" we encounter as
meaningful and worthwhile, full of promise and potential. The teacher/scholar approach
fundamentally disturbs the traditional methodology ofteaching English. Even ifwe removed
standardized testing from the equation, many teachers would re� to what they had been taught
and what they were comfortable with teaching, which is simply not working in our classrooms
any more. We need to restructure the old pedagogy and create a new one that includes more
innovative teaching methods, different texts, and a different way ofreading texts. According to
Gerald Graff, it is vital that students become engaged with their curriculum so they can be
prepared for life outside ofschool. "After all, the point is not to produce clones ofdry-as-dust
academics but broadly educated citizens" ("Clueless in Academe" np ). Our job as teachers
should be to prepare students for life beyond high school, as well as to interest them while they
are there. Deborah Appleman asserts"... critical theory can travel with adolescents from the
literature classroom into the rest oftheir lives-whether it's to inform their viewing of an MTV
video or to reframe their thinking about stereotypes" ( Critical Encounters 126). I am not
suggesting that we should be pandering to students-teachers and school systems do still know
something about education, information, and important cultural and life skills. However, I am
suggesting that we meet students halfway, budging from our comfort zones as much as we
expect them to.
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This pedagogy shift hinges upon the idea of "text" in the postmodern sense. Postmodern texts
can include almost anything from novels, poems, and plays to architecture, music videos and
films. Furthermore, in the postmodern sense of texts, "The author is displaced as absolute
author(ity), and the reader plays a role in interpreting the text and developing meaning (as best as
possible) from the text" creating opportunities for students to participate fully in their own
education ("Postmodern Criticism" np). If we as teachers can reimagine what we present as
"literature" in our classroom and how we think students should respond to it, we can better serve
our students. In his work Is There a Text in This Class? Stanley Fish asserts that "the experience
of the reader, rather than the 'text itself was the proper object of analysis" (21) Therefore,
teachers need to pick the best texts for their students, being more thoughtful about what to
include in the curriculum. Lisa Scherff writes in Teaching YA Lit Through Differentiated
Instruction, " .. .listening to students and using students' backgrounds and interests to engage
them with the curriculum was absolutely necessary to fostering positive attitudes toward
reading," and if we do this, I fail to see how teachers can avoid using YA literature in their
classrooms (xiii). However, finding books that students simply like is not the only goal of this
teacher/scholar pedagogy: we need rich texts that encourage analysis and criticism.
Teachers need to be open to learning and critical meaning-making along with their students,
and YA literature can be the perfect vehicle for this collaboration. Sadly, many teachers feel the
way Gibbons, Dail, and Stallworth feel when they assert:
In an educational system driven by testing and standards, teachers often view their
curriculum as overcrowded as they try to teach their adolescent students the
merits of quality literature: its devices, how to be critical readers, difficult
vocabulary, etc. Often teachers view the canonical texts as a means of
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accomplishing these objectives and see young adult literature, while relevant to
their students' lives, as easier-as literature to implement if time allows at the
conclusion of the school year. (55)
As I became more analytical about the texts I was teaching in my classroom, I found that if I
sincerely wanted to give my students the opportunity to create meaning for themselves and enter
the literary discussion, I would almost have to include YA literature; there was little to no
predetermined scholarship on most novels, so they could assert their own ideas and criticism, and
the topics of the novels were interesting and engaging. If I incorporate YA literature into my
classroom, I can introduce a wide range of subjects from football to LGTB (Lesbian, Gay,
Transgender, and Bisexual) concerns, to car accidents and drug use. Also, as Thomas Bean
reminds readers: "Contemporary young adult literature aimed at students between the ages of 12
and 20 explores a wide range of societal issues that cut across content areas, including conflict,
violence, ethical decisions, ecological issues, and family life" (3). More than the traditional
material of the classics, these YA books offer something for everyone.
As I worked to articulate for myself what this teacher/scholar approach meant for me as a
teacher, I ran into a major problem: the lack of critical work on this pedagogy or how one might
use YA literature in a classroom like the one I am trying to create. Specifically, I want to learn
more about teaching YA literature in the high school classroom, but as I try to engage in research
about the genre, it becomes clear that while there is bountiful scholarship on YA literature in the
classroom, none treats these novels as "destination literature," worthwhile in their own right.
Instead, as Karen Coats writes, many people think of YA as "an in-between phenomenon that is
useful for pedagogical applications and/or diverting entertainment before readers enter into the
more serious work of studying capital L literature" (Handbook ofResearch 317) . And, while
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literature scholars treat YA literature with the respect I also feel, they tend to avoid talking about
YA literature in the classroom. Indeed, there is a huge gap between the two YA literature
worldviews. This disconnect between to two fields' treatment ofY A literature results in two
distinct bodies ofstudy that discuss young adults and literature. Both discuss teens, literature,
and are analytical in nature, but even when the two conversations point to the same text, they
advocate different uses for the same piece ofliterature. What I offer here is a solution to this
scholarly gap: a marriage ofthe two viewpoints. What follows is a review ofthe current
scholarship on YA literature, representing both sides ofthe spectrum, and then a discussion of
how I integrated the two for the purpose ofpracticing a teacher/scholar pedagogy.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Young adult literature, which has only been a recognized category ofliterature for around
sixty years, inspires considerable scholarly examination for such a new field ofstudy. Simply
defined, young adult literature refers to those books that are written for and about adolescents
between the ages oftwelve and eighteen. Judith Hayn explains in more detail:" ... these books
generally have a young protagonist who deals with issues that other young people face or might
have to face, no matter the setting" (3). Within the last ten years especially, the YA literature
market has rapidly expanded, producing popul�r series such as Twilight and critically acclaimed
independent selections like Marcelo in the Real World. In From Hinton to Hamlet, authors Herz
and Gallo declare ''YAL is better than ever. In the past few years there has been an explosion of
well-crafted literature for secondary students, especially at the high school level, with stories that
focus on the precarious journey from adolescence to adulthood" (xi).
Despite this plethora of novels written for and about teenagers, most young adults spend
a considerable amount of time reading books written for and marketed to adults, because this is
what is frequently taught in most secondary classrooms. Toe question then becomes, as John
Bushman frames it: "Do Romeo and Juliet, Great Expectations, Julius Caesar, A Tale of Two
Cities, The Odyssey, The Red Badge of Courage, The Iliad, Antigone, Oedipus Rex, The Old Man
and the Sea and many others found in the English curriculum meet the needs, interests, and
abilities ofyoung people in middle and high schools?" (1). The young adult literature field is
rapidly expanding into the high school classroom, but often the ideas ofliterary theorists and the
reality ofclassroom teachers do not come together outside ofcollege classrooms and
pedagogical discussions.
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Works written for middle and high school teachers often discuss YA literature in rather
simplistic terms. Instead ofattempting to analyze specific literary elements and viewpoints ofthe
works, all too often the novels are judged on their perceived ability to interest students and how
easily they may be integrated into the classroom. Little time and effort is spent on concerns like
gender study or the power structure within the novels, though a passing consideration may be
given to commonly taught components such as theme or point ofview. Hardly ever in literature
written for teachers do you find a text broken down using the tenets ofMarxist or feminist
criticism. Instead, education-focused discussions ofYA are focused on utilitarian concerns and
privilege those texts that support traditional literary conversations or traditional literary texts. In
other words, the focus ofthe education scholars is often on how these new texts can reproduce
traditional conversations.
Interestingly, writings aimed at current teachers which advocate the use ofYA literature
in the classroom generally fall into one oftwo categories: some are bare bones lists oftexts
recommended for use in the classroom and give almost no explanation ofthe category, while
others advocate types ofbibliotherapy (therapy through books) and expect teachers to
simultaneously be experts on what is available in young adult literature and adolescent
psychology. An example ofthe first type ofwriting for teachers can be found in Quick and
Popular Reads for Teens, edited by Pam Spencer Holley for the Young Adult Library Services
Association. The preface explains that the books on the list, both fiction and nonfiction, were
chosen based on their popularity with teen readers, and that the quality ofthe books as judged by
adults is not important (33). The name ofthe list is "Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers and
Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults, 1999-2008," showing that the committee's focus is
exclusively on recent publications. Other than the preface, with its suggestions for getting
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reluctant readers to libraries and involved in literature in the first place, the book is solely two
long lists of annotations: first nonfiction, then fiction. While this book may ostensibly help
teachers or librarians looking for new materials to purchase, it is of no assistance in determining
the critical qualities of the books, whether they lend themselves to rich discussion and analysis,
meaningful teaching, what grade level they might be written for, or even the genre of the novels
in most cases.
Literature for Today's Young Adults, written by Alleen Nilsen and Kenneth Donelson, is
more complicated but essentially the s�e kind of text. It is broken down into chapters about
background and different types of literature, but the focus of the text is to give recommendations
about what young adults should be reading outside of the classroom. There are chapters on all
genres from "The Old Romanticism: Of Wishing and Winning" to "Nonfiction: Information,
Poetry, and Drama" and all include several "Focus Boxes" with recommendations for texts to
read with teens. For example, there is a box entitled "Reality May Not Be Fantasy, But Fantasy
is Reality" (215), and later, "Experiencing the Holocaust So It Won't Happen Again" (254).
"Anthologies of Multicultural Materials" is another example (329). These recommendations can
be helpful for teachers or librarians looking to purchase materials, and this book also includes
brief author bio graphies (Walter Dean Myers and Robert Cormier, for example) as well as
discussing the plot of some popular YA literature (like Izzy, Willy-Nilly). However, it is lacking
in the theories teachers would need to know to actually begin incorporating a text into their
literature classrooms.
Though some texts do attempt to give teachers the necessary background to understand
YA literature and effectively teach it, they mostly focus on student responses to the novels and
do not often include more than a cursory overview of how a book might be taught in the
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classroom. In fact, if a teacher is looking for guidance on how or why to add YA literature to her
curriculum, she will most often come across books and articles advocating the use of that
literature as a means to an end rather than as something celebrated and useful in its own right; for
instance, using YA literature for bibliotherapy. To give an example, the article"Using Children's
and Young Adult Literature in Teaching Acceptance and Understanding of Individual
Differences" by Karen Gavigan and Stephanie Kurtts first defines bibliotherapy as" ... a method
of using literature to help students understand themselves and cope with problems relevant to
their personal situations and developmental needs," and then argues that"As teachers work in
increasingly diversified classes, bibliotherapy can be a valuable instructional tool for creating an
inclusive classroom" (11). The authors also briefly skim over some ways in which teachers can
use YA literature to jurnpstart discussions about disabilities: "A suggested framework includes
prereading, guided reading, postreading, discussion, and follow-up activities" (13) and gives a
list of texts suitable for different age groups and various disabilities. However, there is no real
discussion about YA literature explicitly because the aim is more didactic: to help students
uncover their feelings about disabilities and to learn acceptance. In fact, YA literature is used
merely as a vehicle for therapy. While this may certainly be useful for some students, it does not
promote YA literature's broad implementation in the classroom, which is my intent.
Despite a push toward connecting YA literature to teen readers' lives, the idea of using
YA texts as bibliotherapy is problematic at best. YA texts, as well as certain adult novels, may
certainly foster a sense of accord between the reader and the characters, but they should not
solely be used for this purpose. For example, when reading The Great Gatsby some students may
feel compassion for Gatsby or understand Daisy's personal struggle, but their involvement with
the characters is not the only reason for reading the novel. Instead of attempting to teach students
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that adultery is wrong after studying the book, for example, teachers focus on the theme ofthe
American Dream, the symbolism ofthe green light, and many other deeper literary issues. When
teachers and librarians focus only on the emotional value ofbooks for students, they are
overlooking many other important elements that should be taught as part ofa high school
English curriculum, and even more importantly, as a reader oftexts. Though it is certainly
important for students to grow, mature, and develop their own set ofvalues, English teachers are
not therapists and therefore should not center their teaching around that role. As
teachers/scholars, textual analysis is a more privileged site ofliterary exploration. This purpose,
not merely emotional concerns, drives this literature pedagogy.
However, a multitude of other books and articles mirror the same bibliotherapeutic
thinking. Steven Wolk's article "Reading for a Better World: Teaching for Social Responsibility
With Young Adult Literature" reminds teachers: "Never before have teachers had so many
remarkable books to bring to life in their classrooms and use to teach social responsibility. It is
not enough, however, to have students read these books. Teachers can tum books into
experiences ofauthentic inquiry" (665). Wolk does pay slightly more attention to the actual
novels used than Gavigan and Kurtts, reminding his readers that, "Using young adult literature is
one ofthe most meaningful and enjoyable ways for students to inquire into social responsibility
because we can situate this content in the wonderful stories ofgood books" (667). But for him,
the novel itselfis still not the larger point. He even goes so far as to remind teachers: "As
educators, we need to help students to see that inside these provocative books are stories that can
help us to better understand ourselves, who we are and who we want to become" (672). Articles
and books like this tell teachers that YA literature has a place in the curriculum, but only insofar
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as it teaches students how to think about themselves and the world around them. In other words,
theYA text only functions as an instrument for what really matters.
Although not all resources advocate bibliotherapy, they often still seeYA literature as a
means to an end instead of celebrating the novels in their own right. For example, in the book
Adolescent Literacy: Turning Promise Into Practice, Teri S. Lesesne contributes an article titled
"Of Times, Teens, and Books." In this article she discusses "cutting-edge books and how they
can lead our new generation of adolescents to higher levels of literacy'' (63). One of the genres of
YA literature she discusses is graphic novels, and when giving suggestions for how to use the
books in classrooms she begins by saying, " ... the addition of graphic novels to a library
collection can play an important role in motivating readers. Reluctant readers-whether reluctant
because of lack of interest or limited skills-often find the visual scaffolds are the hook they
need to enjoy the reading experience" (67). Clearly, the worry that teens today need texts that
encourage reading, as opposed to the belief that teens might also be skilled readers already, is
erroneous, but it is not one that Lesesne is alone in promoting.
Virginia R. Monseau's book Responding to Young Adult Literature echoes these ideas in
the preface when she argues for the inclusion ofYA literature over more traditional writing. She
says, "Though most teachers want their students to learn to love literature, few are willing to
address this question: How can students have a literary experience with a work they do not
understand?" (xiii). Manseau advocates using YA literature because she says reluctant readers
will more easily identify with characters and become engaged in the plot, intimating that the
content is easier than traditionally taught novels. She cites an example of a discussion she
witnessed in a 9 th grade class that had been reading Robert Cormier's novel After the First
Death. After listening to the students discuss complicated plot points and characterization,
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Monseau states: "I was impressed, to say the least. Here was a group of supposedly reluctant
readers, reading a complicated novel ... and showing remarkable insight into the novel's most
complex elements" (5). Sadly though, Monseau does not give much more insight into the novel
other than to give transcripts of class conversations and explain a collaborative project these
students did with the advanced class. She seems satisfied with the fact that students read and
responded to the text and states: "What we need is someone to champion reluctant learners. No,
we can't fix their family problems or cure their addictions ... but we can give them a curriculum
that excites them and challenges them to learn" (12). By assuming that simply reading and
responding to YA literature is enough, Monseau does both the students and the books a
disservice, a frequent problem with literature aimed at teachers. She too buys into a rather
stigmatized view of teens and reading, and sees YA as an easy means to "fix" their reluctance to
read, rather than destination literature, a site for higher-level meaning-making.
Another author who buys into the idea of YA novels helping reluctant readers is Edward
Sullivan. His book is titled Reaching Reluctant Young Adult Readers, and he begins with a
discussion of what it takes to keep young adults from being alliterate (able to read, but not
willing to). He posits that:
If these young people on the brink of adolescence or already engaged in the early
stages of it are not already firmly established as enthusiastic, lifelong readers, then
this is the last chance librarians and teachers have to take them down that road. If
we miss this final opportunity to turn them on to reading, then they are doomed to
live their lives as alliterates. (3)
Sullivan puts a lot of emphasis on the role of teachers in his book, noting that they should be
reading role models, giving students lots of choices, reading aloud often, and making reading an
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authentic activity instead of one governed by worksheets. He also argues for the use of YA
literature in the classroom as a way to help teachers reach these reluctant readers before it is, as
he sees it, too late. He unequivocally states that "Reluctant teenage readers will not read
high/low novels, and they will not read classics traditionally taught in the English curriculum."
This leaves teachers with YA novels, which to Sullivan," ... serve as an important
transition for all teens, particularly reluctant readers, between children's literature, adult books,
and the classics" (45). Instead of giving teachers specific strategies or discussing particular texts,
he just gives general advice about what types of books reluctant teen readers will enjoy. "Stories
that are particularly funny, scary, or suspenseful will probably have the strongest appeal. The
book should be relatively short, less than two hundred pages, and have an attractive cover" (46).
Sullivan and others who champion the reluctant reader cause are overlooking important aspects
of YA novels, such as the fact that often they are as complicated (in both plot and
characterization) as the "classics." They are drastically oversimplifying these complex texts and
not offering the help teachers need to teach them correctly. Instead, their focus is often on
reading level and accessibility rather than substance. Pedagogical strategy, then, is reduced to
just the act of reading and deriving pleasure, which though important is not the purpose of a
teacher/scholar pedagogy, as it does not engender critical reading strategies.
Scholarly Examination
By contrast, works about YA literature written primarily for scholars often focus more
heavily on the evolution of YA literature and types of criticism used to discuss the novels. These
books might discuss whether teenagers are depicted as having agency, what ideological
messages are being passed on to readers, and whether or not the YA novels attempt to teach their
readers a lesson; however, the teens in question are often imagined, not real teen student readers.
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These issues are completely different from the ones advanced in texts for teachers, and in fact
may be too abstract to teach in most secondary classrooms. Michael Cart's From Romance to
Realism: 50 Years of Growth and Change in Young Adult Literature and Roberta Trites'
Disturbing the Universe: Power and Repression in Young Adult Literature are two examples of
books that truly examine the complexities ofYA literature and the motives of the authors who
write it, but stop short of offering practical advice for teachers in employing their theoretical sites
of conversation. For instance, Michael Cart begins his discussion ofYA literature as many
scholars do, with a look back at how the terms "young adult" and "teenager" came to be, and
how literature aimed specifically at that age group evolved. He examines at length the romance,
career, and sports genres, as well as the authors who pioneered them, and attempts to decipher
what makes some books popular with young adults and others not-even considering those
books published for adults but traditionally read by teenagers (The Catcher in the Rye and To
Kill A Mockingbird, to name two). Once he has established a basis for what YA literature is, he
begins to decipher it in depth, starting with theme and including author's purpose, character, etc.
Cart uses Paul Zindel's The Pigman as an example of a novel in debt to Salinger's
classic text, and points out that they have the same theme-loss ofinnocence-point of view,
and rich characterization. He also investigates the author's motive: "A related problem with The
Pigman-and one that also compromises its effectiveness as a realistic novel-is how contrived
many of its situations and effects seem ...The obvious answer is that the author is manipulating
situation and character, just as he manipulates the reader's emotions ... " (57). Cart goes on to
consider everything from problem novels to multicultural literature: "This struggle to protect the
indissoluble integrity of ethnic and cultural groups has given rise to such extreme attitudes that
it-like the problem novel at its loopiest-has begun to inspire satire" (117). The issues Cart
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addresses are closest to what might be taught in a secondary English classroom, though he is
certainly going into more depth than a high school teacher might. Cart's text is definitely using
more technical terms than the first education-focused resources, but is certainly not
incomprehensible for most readers, even if they are not literary experts.
Roberta Trites' text, Disturbing the Universe, on the other hand, begins to tend toward
jargon and is more dense to read. Some background knowledge of literary terms and types of
criticism would definitely be helpful before delving into this text, as it seems to be aimed more
specifically at scholars. For instance, when she makes a comment such as "Most adolescent
literature bears some sort of didactic impulse" (75), or "The paradox of rebelling to conform sets
up enough ironic tension that subversiveness against school authorities becomes a source of
humor in many YA novels" (34), the reader needs to be able to both recognize these terms and
deal with them in a more specific context. Trites also introduces more complex literary terms
such as "carnivalesque" (35), "Ideological State Apparatus" (83), and "signifier and signified"
(127), assuming that the reader of her book will be able to identify and apply these terms to YA
literature. Trites uses the same texts for examples that books aimed at teachers often do: The
Chocolate War, Huckleberry Finn, The Outsiders, and The Catcher in the Rye, to name a few;
however, that is where the similarity ends.
Trites goes far beyond terms that teachers might normally use in a secondary English
classroom, such as first- and third-person narrator. Instead, she states: "Huckleberry Finn or the
third-person narrator of The Chocolate War are extradiegetic narrators. They both have direct
relationships with the reader of the narrative; both share their power/knowledge directly as the
narrative unfolds" (72). She is concerned with the power relationships between the narrator and
the reader, and the "subject position" of the reader. Trites also addresses the complex issue of the
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necessarily false narrative voice in YA literature, since YA books are written by adults, but with
the voice of a teenager, for teenagers. She states, "Since the characters constructing parents
against whom to rebel are themselves the constructs of adults who exist outside of the text, YA
novels serve both to reflect and to perpetuate the cultural mandate that teenagers rebel against
their parents" (69). These complicated concerns are obviously meant for a different audience
than that of Monseau's book; the reader is positioned as someone attempting to gain knowledge
to further his or her own expertise, or an expert along with Trites who has the ability to judge
literature using these terms and ideas, rather than a person disseminating knowledge to young
adults reading the literature mentioned.
Kathy Latrobe and Judy Drury's Critical Approaches to Young Adult Literature uses a
slightly different tactic and discusses eight types of critical theories and how each one relates to
YA novels. Again, however, this is a totally different mindset than that of a classroom teacher.
Though a secondary teacher might at times use tenets of gender criticism or New Historicism, it
is rare that he would break down a text in depth as these authors do. In this text, the authors
define their target audience as:"... anyone who seeks to help YAs hone their skills as readers and
their love of reading. Prime among those for whom we're writing are public librarians, second ary
school librarians, language arts and English teachers, university students of YA literature,
parents, and school counselors ... " (xi). However, the information in this book is not really useful
for teachers or librarians due to the simple fact that it does not directly impact their work, and
often the terms are too complicated to impart to most high school students in a classroom setting.
For example, Chapter Two is all about theoretical perspectives on young adults, including the
work of Piaget and Erikson. While potentially interesting, it is hard to apply the "Moral Theories
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ofKohlberg and Gilligan to Mark Twain's The Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn" in the real
world (35).
The authors also spend a significant amount oftime in the book discussing schools of
criticism in depth; some ofthe chapters seem geared more toward teachers, while others seem
like a crash course for university students wanting to learn the basics ofliterary criticism and
young adult literature. Their section on New Criticism/Formal Criticism is short and easy to read,
explaining that a formalist critic" ... carefully explores the literary work itself, reading closely to
study the interdependent effects ofthe literary elements as they work together to create a
meaningful, harmonious, and unified literary experience" (119). They then talk about close
reading, give suggested questions to ask when completing a close reading ofa text, and give an
extended application ofthe strategy by analyzing Walter Dean Myers' Monster, which is a
popular YA text. By contrast, the chapter on Sociological Criticism is slightly harder to
understand, with less discussion about the theory and more dense application. This book could be
helpful as a reference for both teachers and students ofliterature, but does not offer specific
strategies for the classroom, so would perhaps be more useful as an introductory text for college
level literature courses.
This particular text highlights the problem with most currently available literature about
YA novels-books written for teachers do not offer the level ofcritical analysis teachers need to
learn about and teach YA literature as it deserves to be taught, and texts for scholars are often too
dense and reliant on jargon to be easily understandable and applicable to the secondary
classroom. Iftoday's literature is not meeting the needs ofclassroom teachers and providing a
useful :framework for instructing young adults, then what should we be telling teachers? In this
thesis, my aim is to bring the contrasting theories about YA literature together and present a case
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for using these novels in the high school classroom, not as therapy or only for reluctant readers,
but as texts worthy of consideration by all. My teacher/scholar pedagogy takes the best ideas
from each field and blends them to create a new way of teaching and learning.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THEORY

As discussed above, though many books and articles have been written about young adult
literature, they generally encompass two completely different schools of theory and thought,
neither of which are actually useful for the classroom teacher who wishes to make YA literature
a meaningful part of the curriculum for all students. YA literature deserves more consideration in
the classroom than most teacher texts give it; it meets the needs of both reluctant readers and
Advanced Placement students. While reader response theory is not the only way in which
students can make meaning of a text, few teachers would force high theory on high school
students either. Indeed, a middle ground is a necessary construction, and this is. where
teacher/scholar pedagogy comes in. Teachers need a real way to involve students of all levels
with YA literature since the benefits of using sophisticated texts that students can still easily
read, identify with, and engage in are numerous. In many ways, young adult literature remains a
mostly untapped resource for secondary English pedagogy.
Especially in a situation like mine, using YA literature can be a highly beneficial
technique for high school teachers who are trying to reach non-college-bound students. Often,
teachers meet with resistance when teaching a classic text like The Great Gatsby because
everything from the plot and characters to the vocabul ary and language are at odds with the
students' intellectual schema. Furthermore, since traditionally the impetus to teach classics like
The Great Gatsby has been to prepare students for the canon of literature they will encounter in
higher education, what about non-college-bound students? YA literature can provide a solution
for high school teachers because the content is generally more resonant and students may be able
to choose a text on their reading level, yet the same conventions that would traditionally be
explained with classic adult literature can still be taught with YA. To be sure, even students who
are not college-bound should be asked to expand their intellectual schema through literature and
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education. However, the reason for doing so alters dramatically when the student is not
preparing for college. Instead, especially for non-college bound students, YA texts can be
instrumental in fostering a lifelong love of reading and ideas, which is an invaluable gift an
education can give. I would argue that this can only happen if YA texts are made a regular,
meaningful part of the curriculum as serious literature and not just as a bridge to "real" literature.
Teacher/scholar pedagogy demands that teachers treat and teach YA novels just as they
would any other classic text. YA novels are often more relatable to a teenaged audience, and this
can be a great advantage for teachers. But instead of thinking about YA novels as subpar
because they are modem and accessible, teachers must treat them as any classic text and study
them with depth. YA novels certainly should be read for fun, but they should also be carefully
scrutinized and evaluated. In his book The Pleasures of Children's Literature, Perry Nedelman
writes about how pleasure and analysis work together when he says "We read literature to
experience something we did not previously know or at the very least, an unfamiliar version of a
familiar idea and experience. We talk about literature in order to enter into a dialogue with others
about it. .. the pleasure of literature is the pleasure of conversation ... about texts" (13). To do this,
teachers must begin expanding the critical techniques used to choose, study and respond to YA
novels. We should choose novels for their plot complexity, multifaceted characters, themes, and
other concerns, such as symbolism or an abundance of fi gurative language. We should also
consider ways teens are portrayed in the text, as well as issues of power and representations of
race, culture, gender, and sexuality in the text. Often, teen readers have a lot to say about these
topics, and learning to be more critical of their world is another core value of education teachers
should strive to impart.
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Of course, not all YA literature is created equally, and not any piece ofYA would meet
the needs of a teacher/scholar classroom. An example of a popular YA series that is used
frequently in schools but is not actually sufficient high-quality literature would be the Bluford
series. Eighteen novels make up the series, and they all share a common setting and reoccurring
characters. These novels are what are commonly referred to as"high/low" books: they are
supposed to discuss topics of high interest to students, while keeping the content at an accessible,
low reading level (Schooled is listed as 730L on the Lexile scale). Townsend Press, publishers of
the Bluford series, states on their website that the books' short length" ...encourages even
reluctant readers to finish the book," and that, "All Bluford novels are written to appeal to
intermediate readers. While content in the series is sophisticated enough for high school students
and beyond, the reading level for the novels is between 5 th and 6th grade" ("About the Bluford
Series" np). While these books may discuss issues that students are familiar with and are eager to
read about, they do not encourage critical reflection. In fact, Neal Lester writes of the novels:
"the most important goal of reading these books-and by extension, any book-is to get students
to read and to enjoy what they read" ("Teacher's Guide to the Bluford Series" np).
The characters are generally flat, and the ones who do change reveal an obvious lesson
that the reader is supposed to understand and take to heart: not quite a problem novel, but close.
An example of a Bluford novel that attempts to teach readers a lesson is one of the more recent
publications, Schooled. This 2009 novel features Lionel Shephard, a freshman in high school
who loves to play basketball but cannot read well. Within the first ten pages, the reader learns
that Lionel has struggled with reading and writing since elementary school, and he makes his
beliefs clear: "Reading out loud wasn't going to bring Mom home or allow Dad to work less or
stop the bullets that killed his neighbor's grandson in his neighborhood a couple of years ago"
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(Langan 8). Lionel wants to play basketball and his dream is to become an NBA player;
however, he is confronted with many of the same problems as many urban teenagers: he is raised
in a single-parent household, he needs money, and he is faced with peer pressure from friends
who have dropped out and tell him to do the same. When Lionel realizes that he must have a C
average to play basketball and that his dream is out of reach, he finally decides to quit school and
move in with his friends and away from his family. In the end, however, Lionel realizes"... he
couldn't stay with Jamar. If he did, he would end up just like him, working at a meaningless job,
pretending to be happy as he numbed himself each day" (130). He ends up confessing everything
to his father and finds out that his father dropped out of high school himself and is trying to save
Lionel from the same fate; he has even spoken to Lionel's coaches and teachers to ensure that
Lionel can make up his grades and get back on the team. Lionel agrees to go back, thinking
"Bluford High School would still be an enormous challenge. Reading would intimidate him.
Kids would tease him. Some might call him stupid, or worse. But he had his father on his side,
along with a few teachers and an old coach ... By some miracle, he'd been given something
many people never get. A second shot. He planned to make it count" (139-140).
The problem with this plotline and especially the conclusion is that Lionel does not seem
to have agency; he listens to his friends and is easily led by their bad advice, and then when he
needs to make his situation better, he relies on adults to fix everything for him. This novel does
not teach students to think for themselves or to work out their problems in a logical manner.
Instead, it leads them to the adult-sanctioned conclusion and shows that finding the right adult to
help can solve all of their problems. The Bluford series may serve to get students reading
initially, but even non-college bound students need to be challenged more seriously and
encouraged to make inferences from a text on their own. Instead of settling for books like these
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because they are readily available and easy to read, we should use teacher/scholar pedagogy to
look further for texts that truly encourage critical thinking.
One example of a popular young adult novel that promotes the right balance of critical
thinking and reader participation is Sherman Alexie's The Absolutely True Diary ofA Part-Time
Indian. Alexie presents the story of Junior, a Spokane Indian teenager who must make the
decision to leave his tribe's reservation and go to a white high school in order to further his
education, in comical yet poignant prose. The vocabulary and cultural understandings needed to
read this novel are not extraordinary, yet they are far above the expectations of a Bluford novel,
and the material is generally appealing to young adults. Gail Zdila writes of the novel: "The
sarcastic, self-deprecating humor in The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian will draw
in adolescent readers, because the language is recognizable and the situations will seem famili ar
to teens" (27). The text is also interspersed with comics and other drawings by Junior, and in
many cases these too require interpretation. Sometimes they add to the storyline peripherally, but
in other cases they reveal important plot elements. This novel challenges students' expectations
and shows that adults cannot always be trusted and that they do not necessarily have the best
answer to problems. Adults are often consulted for guidance, but they also lie and cheat and
disappoint and do not live up to their potential. Christian Knoller writes: "Alexie explores such
delicate themes as social acceptance, tolerating difference, and even interracial romance with
characteristic candor. The work's darker moments involve alcoholism, violence, and death" (26).
Altogether, the text is much more realistic and challenging while still interesting
worthwhile for study in a high school English setting. More importantly, this text encourages a
variety of valued skills, from close reading to the consideration of metaphorical imagery to how
Junior is able to portray irony even through his drawings. In fact, teachers would be able to have
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their students openly discuss the tough issues of the text. Kat Aylesworth from Trinity University
has compiled a unit of study for the book, focusing on issues like group dynamics and loyalty,
dreams and limitations, and the grieving process ("Individual and Group Dynamics" np). High
school teacher Bryan Crandall advocates having students deconstruct the able and disabled
bodies in the text and even discuss literacy as a form of survival ("Adding a Disability
Perspective" np). Teacher/scholars are looking for a book of this caliber and hoping to create
discussions of this kind; here is where student enjoyment of text meets manageable theory and
literary criticism.
Next, the focus while reading YA texts should not solely be on college-bound students
for whom literature is selected that is meant to prepare them for "real" reading experiences.
Instead, YA literature should be positioned as real literature; a destination rather than just a
bridge. Students of all abilities need to learn useful techniques to understand and analyze what
they are reading, including conversations about power and culture rather than merely the staid,
traditional conversations surrounding class texts. For example, while people often use Jake,
Reinvented to get young readers to The Great Gatsby in order to have discussions about gender,
we should also see the validity of discussing feminism as it relates to Jake, Reinvented. While the
traditional conversations surrounding The Great Gatsby concerning The American Dream, social
status, and other subjects may still be relevant, the subjects addressed should be reevaluated in
order to best determine the conversations that have both intellectual and real world applications
rather than merely the power of tradition and college preparation. To add complexity to reader
response theory, all manner of students can benefit from discussing texts using New Historicist,
Feminist, Marxist and New Criticism approaches. While reader response theory is useful in
certain contexts, it should not be the only way in which students are taught to read novels, and it
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can be a gateway toward more significant considerations of course texts. Teacher/scholar
pedagogy would encourage students to consider the implications of ideological state apparatuses
and their impact on high school behavior in Jake, Reinvented, for example. These types of
conversations can be useful not only as college preparation, but as a way of exploring the world
with a more critical eye.
To accomplish these teaching goals and create a classroom culture that celebrates YA
literature as a constructive and meaningful literature that is neither merely a bridge to "real"
literature nor bibliotheraputic, and that is investigated with an eye toward fostering critical
thinking and reading skills for intellectual people, not just "future college students," teachers
should treat YA texts with the same reverence and critical expectations as is currently reserved
for the cannon, including becoming as familiar with said texts as they are with the Western
classics.
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WRITING LESSON PLANS

As a high school English teacher, there are many things to consider when drafting lesson
plans for a piece ofliterature. First, there are some basic concerns: what grade level will the
lesson be written for, and what is the average reading level of those students? Books chosen for
use in high school classrooms must include both appropriate vocabulary and content. Usually
schools will use what is referred to as a Lexile Level to determine the approximate reading level
of a novel. Often, well-known books are already rated, but teachers can also log onto the Lexile
Analyzer to rate any book or piece oftext, such as test questions. The website explains:
"Generally, longer sentences and words oflower frequency lead to higher Lexile measures;
shorter sentences and words ofhigher frequency lead to lower Lexile measures" (np). Typical
eleventh grade students are expected to read on a level anywhere from 950L to 11 00L: for
comparison, the Lexile website explains that the first Harry Potter novel is rated 880L.
Obviously each student is different, but in general teachers attempt to match the approximate
reading level oftexts to the expected grade level ability. For example, although a seventh grader
might have the ability to read To Kill A Mockingbird, the content is perhaps better left for ninth
or tenth graders who are better able to analyze the complex characters and social drama in the
novel. Alternately, some novels with higher-level vocabulary may still have appropriate content
for younger students-for example, Hemingway's The Old Man and the Sea.
Once a teacher has chosen a novel that combines appropriate vocabulary and content, she
must make sure that the novel she has chosen also aligns with course guidelines. For example, in
the state ofVirginia, ninth grade English class represents genre studies, tenth grade is world
literature, eleventh grade is American literature, and twelfth grade is British literature. While
these are only guidelines and not set in stone at all Virginia schools, teachers must consider the
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course content for each grade level, attempt to not overlap with other teachers' instruction, and
prepare their students for the next step in their education. Along with these concerns, there are
some consistent texts that are usually taught in each grade level.
For ninth and tenth grade, To Kill A Mockingbird, Night, Frankenstein, Animal Farm, and
even more challenging novels like Great Expectations or Ayn Rand's Anthem are commonly
taught. Students are introduced to Shakespeare during these years as well, typically reading
Romeo and Juliet or Julius Caesar. These years include a much wider range of acceptable novels
due to the nature of the course guidelines, but "the classics" reign on almost every recommended
reading list. American literature is usually read in eleventh grade, beginning with Arthur
Miller's The Crucible, and including The Great Gatsby, OfMice and Men (or Grapes of Wrath,
also by Steinbeck), Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn, For Whom the Bell Tolls, and The Scarlet
Letter. There are almost no young adult novels included as approved options on eleventh grade
reading lists, and even fewer appear on twelfth grade approved lists. The last year of high school
focuses on British literature, with the reading lists encompassing Beowulf, The Canterbury Tales,
Jane Eyre, Lord ofthe Flies, traditional poetry, and selections by Dickens and Jane Austen.
Shakespeare plays make a reappearance this year, with students usually reading A Midsummer
Night's Dream, Twelfth Night, or Othello. Wilde's The Importance ofBeing Earnest is another
popular dramatic selection for twelfth grade.
Following Standards
While both the content and the reading level of novels must be considered, a more
important consideration for most teachers is the inclusion of the state standards in literature
lesson plans. Standardized testing is by no means a new idea, but "teaching to the test" has
become more prevalent in recent years. The insistence on classic American and British texts in
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the last two years ofhigh school is heightened in most Virginia schools due to the English_
Standards ofLearning specifically mentioning these groups oftexts, especially in historical and
cultural contexts. State testing guidelines and required standards play a large part in what
teachers focus on when teaching a piece ofliterature. Standardized tests like Virginia's Standards
ofLearning often drive instruction by prescribing what must be taught in each grade level, with
the standards building on themselves each year. The standards for the End Of Course Reading
test, taken in eleventh grade, include everything from analyzing: " ... a variety ofliterary texts
including narratives, narrative nonfiction, poetry, and dran�.a" (Grade Nine Standards), to
" ... apply knowledge ofword origins, derivations, and figurative language to extend vocabulary
development in authentic texts" (Grade Eleven Standards). These are broad categories which
expand each year to include more specific skills. For instance, ninth graders are expected to
"Explain the relationships between and among elements ofliterature: characters, plot, setting,
tone, point ofview, and theme" (Grade Nine Standards), while by twelfth grade they should be
able to "Analyze how dramatic conventions including character, scene, dialogue, and staging
contribute to the theme and effect." Each year students are expected to become more analytical
in their relationship with literature, first understanding simple literary terms and then being able
to explain how they work together to create an effect on the reader.
While teachers must follow the state standards for each grade level, there is little to no
specific guidance from the state for the types ofliterature they must use. The eleventh and
twelfth grade standards do specifically state that students should read American and British
literature, but other than that teachers are free to use their discretion when choosing texts.
Fiction, nonfiction, poetry and drama are required reading for each grade level, so teachers have
an almost unlimited scope ofliterature to choose from. Alan Sitomer, in his foreword to
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Teaching YA Lit Through Differentiated Instruction, reminds teachers:" ...the core curriculum
English stand ards are not text specific. Essentially, this means that our academic objectives as
laid out by all the big kahunas at the state and national level do not mandate the teaching of any
particular book or text. Therefore, whether I am using Jane Austen, the Holt Reinhart textbook,
or Walter Dean Myers in the classroom is of no direct import ... " (ix). Teachers need to be more
forward-thinking with their choice of texts. As John Bushman states in his article "Young Adult
Literature in the Classroom-Or Is It?": "The major question that teachers should address is: Do
Romeo and Juliet, Great Expectations, Julius Caesar, A Tale of Two Cities, The Odyssey, The
Red Badge of Courage, The Iliad, Antigone, Oedipus Rex, The Old Man and the Sea and many
others found in the English curriculum meet the needs, interests, and abilities of young people in
middle and high schools?" (35). To increase student engagement, more YA novels need to be
included in the high school curriculum, provided that they

are

of appropriate reading level for

those students. Indeed, testing is not the only problem; times are changing and so must we. The
inclusion of technology in our classrooms and the necessity of introducing 21 st century learning
skills both affect what materials we use. While sometimes specific school standards play a part in
what and how teachers teach, even more restrictive are the traditional attitudes about literature,
especially as literature is understood to lead to success in college, that make the most impact on
literature selection
That is not to say that school stand ards don't impact literature selection. School
stand ards can vary widely, even changing from year to year. Schools may limit what novels
teachers are allowed to use, or how they are supposed to teach them. For example, a popul ar
strategy used in high schools within the last three years has been Marzano's effective instruction
practices. In his book The Art and Science of Teaching, Robert Marzano advocates for certain
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instructional strategies such as using comparison and contrast activities, or student-generated and
-tested hypotheses. Other school requirements might include having students write daily, using
an opening activity in every class, teaching vocabulary a certain way, and so on. These
requirements are often more challenging to include in literature lesson plans, and sometimes may
· mean it is not feasible to use young adult literature.
Nonetheless, creative teachers have many opportunities to blend YA literature into their
curriculum, especially ifthey want to move past high stakes testing based-assessment and
encourage students to respond personally to the literature. Kathy Latrobe and Judy Drury
comment:
Developing a literature program rich in response requires that professionals in the
field ofYA literature are first able to defend the use oftime and resources
required for such activities as readers theatre, storytelling, and book discussion.
The first step in the defense ofa literature program that moves beyond the
standard essay, book report, or objective test is to quell the notion that creative
response and discussion for their own sakes are frivolous activities in either a
school or a public library setting (43).
For non-college bound students particularly, engagement with the literature and class discussion
will help lead them to an understanding ofthe state standards.
Including Assessment
Traditionally, teachers have.used worksheets and multiple choice questions to gauge
students' understanding ofthe text itself, as well as all ofthe literary elements that come together
to create a true work ofliterature. These types ofanalysis may support the standardized tests
given by school systems and the state, but they are what Levine refers to in his book Foundations
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of Education: The Challenge of Professional Practice, as "minimum competency testing," and
are only "meant to assess the lowest acceptable levels of student performance in various subject
areas" (314). These "outcome-centered learning" strategies are lacking when one considers the
new focus on analysis, making inferences, and drawing conclusions about the text found in the
2010 English SOL Standards. Wayne Brinda, author of the article "Engaging Aliterate Students,"
agrees, writing: "Typically, alliterate students have not discovered how to lose themselves in a
book. One reason, found by Sumara (2002), is that schools tend to implement curriculum in
which students quickly read several books and then teachers create tests to assess the ability of
students to recall facts from literature" (489). As mentioned before, in this age of technology
students must be able to truly engage with and understand the text rather than just memorizing
and regurgitating information. Because of this, teachers must be more creative when choosing
books and creating lesson plans. Students should become engrossed in literature through
authentic learning experiences, projects, and relationships to their own lives. For this reason,
teacher/scholar pedagogy and young adult literature should become a more popular choice for
teachers seeking to get students absorbed in reading.
While practicing the multiple choice format before taking standardized tests is still a
good idea, teachers must constantly find new ways to assess students' learning and
understanding of literary terms. In the book From Hinton to Hamlet, Sarah Herz and Donald
Gallo agree, writing: "Although the teacher believes he or she is being helpful in giving students
[chapter-by-chapter study questions], in fact, by discussing the answers to these questions on a
daily basis, the teacher has stolen the students' freedom to express their personal reactions to the
novel" (15). Both formative and summative assessments should be included in any literature
unit, and they should both include analysis as well as a way for students to express themselves.
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Often, having students engage in authentic discussion about the novel provides a quick formative
assessment, especially when they are asked to take a side in a debate or compare and contrast
characters. Making realistic predictions about plot and characters can also demonstrate that
students understand what they are reading and can think critically about a text. Reading journals
also provide a good format for teachers to gauge students' understanding ofthe text, especially if
there are structured prompts and expectations. For instance, students can write about symbols in
a chapter, discuss examples offoreshadowing or flashback, pick out literary terms and explain
their importance, and respond personally t� the plot or characters. Levine calls these activities
forms of"authentic assessment," which is meant to "encourage the application ofknowledge to
problems that students can expect to encounter in real life" (317). All ofthese activities are more
representative ofstudent learning than recall questions.
Summative assessments for literature units can be a combination of different formats.
Often more high-stakes, these assessments still need to provide an opportunity for students to
think critically and respond analytically to the text. While multiple choice and matching
questions can help students demonstrate their knowledge ofa text, both short and long essays
should be included so that students can link texts to other pieces ofliterature, their own lives, and
even analyze how the author's strategies affected them as a reader. With teacher/scholar
pedagogy, I am rejecting "minimum competency'' testing strategies and instead embracing more
critical forms ofassessment such as project-based learning.
Using Young Adult Literature
As shown here, there are a myriad ofreasons why teachers focus on traditional literature
for English instruction at the secondary level. I propose, though, that young adult literature
needs to be included on more high school reading lists despite the apparatuses in place to
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maintain tradition. We are in a moment where innovation is necessary for second ary education to
remain viable and effective. YA literature allows teachers to still cover the standards effectively
while still achieving more student engagement and participation. While not everything taught in
the English classroom can (or should) be YA literature-for example, it is hard to find plays
written for or about teenagers-but a paradigm switch needs to be made, especially when in
school populations of non-college bound students.
Students who are non-college bound are uniquely situated for reading YA literature. For
populations of students who are not continuing to an institution of higher learning, the focus
should be on making them skillful readers who have the functional reading skills to be successful
in a work environment. Many of these students, especially if they have struggled with school
previously, are wary of reading in any format. Contrary to most traditional teaching strategies,
the best way to teach these students is not to have them read as little as possible, or to push them
through textbook chapters they do not understand, because as Brinda states, "When reading
becomes frustrating, many reluctant readers typically give up" (489). Instead, teacher/scholars
should continue attempting to fascinate their students with reading, since we could encounter
students like Gerald Graff, who admits "What first made literature, history, and other intellectual
pursuits seem attractive to me was exposure to critical debates" (Disliking Books 38). As
previously mentioned, YA novels are perfect for this endeavor since they foster an environment
of critical analysis and study.
Most importantly, "Good teachers learn about their students so they can challenge and
support them," (Levine 292) and that means understanding what they want. Research shows that
teenagers typically like to read books that mirror their own lives and situations. Susan Groenke
and Lisa Scherff write that "Adolescent engagement with reading and motivation to read
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increases when adolescents read young adult novels" (2). Therefore, YA books can provide an
enticing platform for teachers to present necessary information.
First, students often relate to YA novels more easily than classic literature. For example,
how many ninth graders really understand, let alone have a connection with, Great Expectations?
The story of a young apprentice given the opportunity to rise in the world due to the gifts of a
reclusive old woman is strange at best. By contrast, Chris Crutcher's novel Running Loose offers
a more realistic story of hardship and lost love that most teenagers can understand and
appreciate. Football, racism, and relationships are all discussed in this novel that, importantly, is
a manageable length. Belinda Louie agrees, writing that: "Just as their teenage readers search for
identity, so do teenage characters in young adult literature. Reading about these characters,
adolescents explore and reflect upon various alternatives in life" (282). Traditional literature
does not offer as easily this same opportunity for students to relate.
Secondly, if teachers commit to using YA literature in their classrooms, students should
have an ability to choose what they want to read. Several formal studies as well as teacher
anecdotes support the idea that when students can choose what they read, they respond more
enthusiastically. For example, in "Crafting Effective Choices to Motivate Students," Kevin Perks
cites several benefits: "Effective choices help individuals feel in control," and ''The more
meaningful an activity is to the person engaging in it, the more likely he or she will be motivated
to continue doing it" (2). This means that instead of having to walk students through a classic
novel and always impart knowledge to students, teachers can allow students to read individually
and discover things for themselves, merely playing the role of facilitator. This is much less
intimidating to many students, and if they find a type of book they like they will be more likely
to continue reading. From Hinton to Hamlet also suggests, "To engage today's students in
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reading, we need to consider quality adolescent literature as a means to meet the needs of those
individuals in our English classes who are not reading-especially students of average of high
ability who choose not to read and students who have no developed any interest in reading
literature since they were in middle school (14). Teachers need to explore opportunities to help
their students connect to the literature they are presenting.
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A SAMPLE TEXT: SUZANNE COLLINS' THE HUNGER GAMES
One young adult novel that could be made to complement the eleventh grade American
literature requirements is Suzanne Collins' best-seller, The Hunger Games. While the reading
level is generally considered below eleventh grade (810L), the subject matter is better suited for
older students. The main characters in the book are sixteen and eighteen years old, so high school
students can identify with their emotional predicaments, and the plotline, which involves
teenagers forced to fight to the death by an oppressive regime, piques their interest. Furthermore,
the mixture of love story and gruesome battle appeals to both boys and girls, making The Hunger
Games a good choice for teachers who want reading material that will genuinely interest their
students.
Lesson plans and ancillary materials for the book (as well as the two others in the trilogy)
are available online, and several teachers have shared their success in teaching the novel. Tracee
Orman, a high school teacher from Illinois, posted student responses on her website, Hunger
Games Lessons. One student wrote: "I think The Hunger Games is one of the best books I've
read because I never wanted to stop reading it. And I really hate to read" (np). Another expressed
his adoration: "When we were reading The Hunger Games and Catching Fire in class I didn't
want to leave class when the bell rang. I've never said that about any English class or about
reading any other books. But I wanted to stay and see what happened next. I didn't even want to
go to shop class and that's my favorite class" (np). This is what English teachers should strive to
do for their students; captivate them with literature so that they do not just memorize terms but
instead truly relate to, interact with, and think critically about the books they are reading.
The Hunger Games is an especially good choice for high school teachers who need to
ensure that their students learn literary terms such as tone and mood, or understand larger issues
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within a work, like the theme or character interactions. There are many potential issues to discuss
with this novel- government control, reality TV, personal vs. societal obligations, and
relationships, to name a few-that can serve as a starting point for students to explore all aspects
ofliterature. 'As the Scholastic "Hunger Games Trilogy Discussion Guide" suggests, this novel
also ties into several historical and literary studies-everything from the Roman Empire to The
Grapes of Wrath and Fahrenheit 451. Being engaged with the material makes it easier for
students to debate, write about, and actually come to understand literary terms and larger issues
at stake within the book.
I have written a set oflesson plans that focuses on eleventh grade students who will be
expected to take Virginia's Standards of Learning tests at the end ofthe year, but who are not
necessarily college bound. The lesson plans focus on lots of student involvement, using frequent
discussion leading up to individual reading and responses through reading journals and literature
circles. The assessments written for students to take after each section of the novel include
multiple choice questions written in the style ofthe SOL tests, along with short answer
responses. These allow the teacher to make sure that students know the material required by the
state, as well as gauging their knowledge of and involvement with the text itself. These lesson
plans also include some activities with an opportunity for creativity, such as designing an outfit
for a tribute at the Opening Ceremonies of the Hunger Games. Assignments like these are
designed to include students with different learning styles, and that is also why the plans often
call for discussion, but include written assessments as well as whole-class, group, and individual
reading.
Using teacher/scholar pedagogy I have developed this set ofplans to reflect as much as
possible the way I believe YA literature should be taught. As I attempted to plan this unit, I
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constantly had to reflect on several things: what my students would be interested in, the state
standards that I needed to meet, and what kinds of literary theory I wanted to introduce. In order
to bring all ofthese elements together, I had to make use ofwhat few resources I could find, and
create most ofmy own ancillary materials, assessments, etc. I changed many things over the
course of this unit; for example, after giving the first test I realized I had relied too heavily on
recall questions and had not achieved the higher-level-thinking that I desired for this unit.
Overall, however, I believe that these plans demonstrate how young adult literature should be
taught in the high school English classroom-as serious novels that can provide everything
students need to be successful while testing, while simultaneously being able to create a group of
lifelong readers. Following are a selection oflesson plans and reflections on my teaching.
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 3, 2012 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.3c

GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•

To familiarize students with the issues raised in Suzanne Collin's The Hunger Games
To have students examine and discuss their personal beliefs and preconceived notions
Create Essential Questions for the book based on the anticipation guide

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•
•
•

Answer questions about loyalty, survival, and success and apply their beliefs to the
world of the novel
Understand the premise of the novel and the issues faced by the characters
Evaluate the beliefs of themselves and others

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the anticipation guide
Circulate room while students study questions and provide answers (individually or in a
group?)
Lead class discussion/debate about answers supplied
Read students a selection from The Hunger Games

Opening and Closing:
Opening: Bellringer about survival-What would you do to survive? Would you have limits? Do
you think you could endanger someone else's life to save your own? Would you kill someone
outright? Is there a difference?
Materials:
Copies of Anticipation Guide for class and novel set
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The Hunger Games Anticipation Guide
Directions: Read each statement carefully. In the "Before Reading" column, write either Agree
or Disagree. You must choose ONLY ONE, not both! Do not share your answers with your
classmates yet.

Before
Readin�

After Reading

Statements
Injustices are a matter of opinion.
Loyalty is the most important part of a relationship
between family or friends.
Success often has as much to do with luck as with our
choices, actions, or abilities.
When in danger, it is best to play it safe rather than take a
risk.
In a life-or-death situation, almost any action is forgivable.
It is better to die for what you believe in than lie to save
your life.
Beliefs in opposition to common values should be illegal.
The difference between right and wrong is clear.
Courage means doing something even though it may be
difficult and fearsome.
Winning is the most important thing, even if it means
hurting other people.
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LESSON PLAN

Date: January 4, 2012 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 10.3, 11.3

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:

• What is my role in society?
• What are my responsibilities to others?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):

• Read the first chapter of the novel
• Begin creating a character chart
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...

• Identify main characters and their characteristics
• Define direct and indirect characterization and apply definitions by giving examples of
each from the novel
• Analyze the use of types of characterization. How do they relate to point of view? Which
is more effective? Who/What do you wish you knew more about?
PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...

•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:

Opening: Would you break the law to help your family and friends?
Closing: Calculate the number of times your name would be entered in the reaping. (Age +
Number of family members who need tesserae * number of years entered)
Materials:

Novel set, characterization chart
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The Hunger Games Character Chart

Character
Katniss Everdeen
Primrose Everdeen
Katniss' mother
Gale
Effie Trinket
Haymitch Abernathy
Peeta Mellark
Cinna
Rue

Physical Appearance

Personality Traits

Direct/Indirect
Characterization?
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 5, 2012 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 10.3, 11.3

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
•
•

What is my role in society?
What are my responsibilities to others?

GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Read the first chapter of the novel
Create map of District 12

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•
•

Identify setting and analyze its effect on the plot
Work in groups to create a 2-dimensional map ofKatniss' home and the landmarks in
District 12
Answer: Where are things in relation to each other? What impact does this have on the
plot and characters?
Discuss: On a larger scale, what is the significance of the relationship between the
districts and the Capitol? Historically, what does this remind you of? In what ways is this
novel a political allegory (past and present)?

•
•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: What ifKatniss' father had not died? How would her life be different? How would she
be different? Would she still be as protective of Prim?
Closing: Make predictions aboutKatniss' reaction to the reaping.
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District 12 Map
Today you will be creating a map of District 12 using landmarks described in the book. Work
with your assigned groups to draw the places listed below. You may create a "real" map with a
key, or you can draw pictures of the places Katniss describes.

Include the following places on the map:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Scam
Katniss' house
The fence
The Meadow
The Hob
Public Market
The mayor's house
Peeta' house/bakery
The Town Square
Justice Building

Y u will be graded on the following:
•
•
•

•

•

Including all landmarks on the map
Correctly referencing the book
Creativity

eatn s

Group Participation
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 6, 2012 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
SOL:11.la,b
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is my role in society?
• What is worth standing up for?
• What aspects of our popular culture do you see reflected in this story?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
• Read the second chapter of the novel
• Work on character chart
• Form opinions about the main character and present them in small groups
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
• Identify new main characters and list their characteristics
• Evaluate Katniss' personality (and compare her to an historical figure)
• Debate: Is Katniss a feminist character? Why or why not? What is the definition of
feminist?
• How can we evaluate this text from a feminist perspective? Who has power and where
does it stem from? Are other females in the text privileged, or at least on an equal footing
with the males?
PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
• Supply students with a copy of the novel
• Assign students to groups for research/debate
• Provide a list of feminism definitions and famous feminist figures
Opening and Closing:
Opening: What effect do Haymitch and Effie Trinket have on the mood of the reaping? Would
you see them as welcome distractions, or an impediment to getting the reaping over with?
OR-What do you think about the fact that the reapings are televised? Why do you think the
Capitol does this? What effect does it have on the competitors? Their families? People in other
districts?
Materials:
Novel set, characterization charts, (feminist bios??)
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WEEK ONE REFLECTION

These lesson plans are written in a fairly simple format, outlining the objectives for each
day and then breaking those down into what I want my students to know by the end of the class,
and what I will do to help get them there. In my classroom, the opening activities are particularly
important. Students have a writing prompt on the board every day when they arrive; they begin
class by writing a personal response to the question and then we share as a class. These opening
activities give me a format to talk about debatable issues, jumpstart conversations, and review
the previous day's lesson. I try to start with "What If' questions, or "Why" questions so that
students have to take a position and explain themselves thoroughly. Using these opening
activities, I can also model good reading strategies: predicting outcomes, exploring characters'
motivations, and exploring the writer's narrative choices. Sometimes I have also included a
closing activity, which helps wrap up the day's lesson or create a bridge to the next day's
activity.
There are several introductory activities included in this first week of reading, designed to
draw students in and to provide a strong foundation of knowledge for the rest of the novel.
Anticipation Guides such as the one included in the first day's plans serve to build interest in
reading and are frequently used in all content areas. In the guide 50 Content Area Strategies for
Adolescent Literacy, the authors explain: "Another advantage of teaching with anticipation
guides is that when crafted appropriately, they prompt students to become active seekers of
important information and ideas," (7) so I used these anticipatory statements to start a discussion
with my students about their belief systems, government control, and other issues that we would
encounter in the book. This activity made the students even more excited to begin reading, and
provided a framework for later, more in-depth discussions.
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The character chart also served dual purposes, and the students filled it out over several
days of reading. This worksheet helped them distinguish between the characters in the novel and
also practice identifying direct or indirect characterization. Most students appreciated this
activity because the names in The Hunger Games can be a bit strange (Primrose and Haymitch,
for example), and it gave them a reference for who was who in the book.
The next day we were supposed to create a map ofDistrict 12, but I did not have students
complete this activity because they were already so involved in the reading. I decided that I
would sacrifice that activity in order to let the students continue with the book, but after
reflection, I think it would have helped my visual learners to get a better sense of what Katniss'
home was like. Because we did not complete this activity, we moved forward much faster than I
had planned with the first chapters ofthe novel. By the end ofthe first week we had finished
three chapters, and the students were eager for more.
Some ofthe activities included in this first week oflesson plans are fairly basic because I
quickly realized that students needed to be eased into a new way ofreading and analyzing texts.
As we progressed throughout the novel, I tried to introduce more critical thinking terms and
reading strategies-for example, asking students to compare Katniss to an historical character,
and define feminism. Slowly but surely, we worked our way towards true implementation of
teacher/scholar pedagogy.
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Date: January 11, 2012
SOL: 11.3, 11.4
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is worth standing up for?
• How do you fight against ultimate control?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•
•

Read the fourth chapter of the novel
Compare and contrast characters
Imagine characters' motive and predict future actions
Define ''unreliable narrator''

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•

Examine characters' behaviors and discuss differences between Katniss and Peeta, and
Effie and Haymitch
Create comparison and contrast chart
Discuss and judge characters' motives
Debate: Is Katniss an unreliable narrator? Why or why not? If she is, what makes her
unreliable? What other novels can you think of that have unreliable narrators? How does
point of view affect the reliability of a narrator?

•
•
•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: What final words would you say to your family if you had to leave for an extended
period of time, maybe to be gone forever? How do you think Katniss felt having to say goodbye?
Closing: How would you feel ifHaymitch was your best hope for help in the arena? Would you
react more like Katniss, or Peeta?
Materials:
Novel set
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Character Compare/Contrast Chart
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 12, 2012
Subject: English

Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Grade: 11

SOL: 11.3, 11.4

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is the difference between entertainment and intrusion?
• Will there ever be an end to class differences?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•

Read the fifth chapter of the novel
Discuss differences between Katniss and the Capitol staff
Analyze appearance and reality TV aspect

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•
•

Understand characters and their motives
Analyze aspects of reality TV and the importance of appearance
o What reality TV shows do you watch? Why? What is the appeal?
o Who are your favorite characters (In a good or bad way) on these shows? Why?
o How is The Hunger Games a reality show? What aspects of our current reality
shows does it share? Does this predict the future of reality TV?
Create a "personality plan" for a reality show. What show would you star in, and how
would you want to present yourself? Why? What does this say about you? How does
your appearance affect your odds?

•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: How would you feel ifHaymitch was your best hope for help in the arena? Would you
react more like Katniss, or Peeta?
Materials:
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Novel set
The Hunger Games Reality Show!
You have been chosen to "star" in The Hunger Games! Before you make your first appearance,
however, you must decide which personality you will present to the public. After all, you want to
be popular, right? Here is where you will plan out your style, the personality you want to present
to the country, and your strategy for the games.

Personal Style
In this section, draw a picture of the outfit you would wear to the opening ceremony. Then, using
the most descriptive language possible, explain exactly what you have chosen to wear and why,

Personality
Will you be strong and intimidating? Look weak but come out fighting later? Try to form
alliances? On the lines below, explain how you will present yourself during the interview portion
of the show.
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Strategy

How will you play the game? What kind of arena would you want to be in? Which weapons
would you look for? What are your strengths and weaknesses? Will you kill people outright or
plan traps and try to take advantage of circumstances to kill without being personally involved?
Plan out your strategy for the games and taking out competitors.
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 13, 2012
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
SOL:11.3, 11.7
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is the difference between entertainment and intrusion?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•

Read the sixth chapter of the novel
Discuss character complications-Peeta and Katniss
Write a reader response

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•

Identify conflicting character traits present in Peeta and Katniss-what are we supposed
to think about these people? Discuss specifically Katniss' distrust of Peeta and her
treatment of the redheaded girl. What would you have done in her place? Who would you
trust? How do you feel about Katniss as an (un) reliable narrator now?
Predict future relationship between Peeta and Katniss, especially as it relates to the reality
TV aspect of the novel
Analyze the use of language in the novel: Where does the author trust the reader? Where
does she not? Do you feel talked down to when you read this chapter? Why or why not?
(for example pages 74, 80, 85)

•
•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: What if Cinna wasn't Katniss' stylist? What would her style be? How would she have
presented herself? Would she have been as successful?
Closing: Write a response to the book so far. What do you enjoy/what do you wish was
different? Why?
Materials:
Novel set
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WEEK Two REFLECTION

During our second week of reading the novel, I started to introduce more in-depth
concepts to my students. Although we worked on identifying figurative language in the novel on
Monday and Tuesday, towards the end of the week I began to make them think about
interactions between characters, what an unreliable narrator was, and how the notion of reality
television played into The Hunger Games and our everyday lives.
Using the character compare/contrast chart, I asked students to seriously consider what
motivated the main characters, and to judge each person's decisions within the novel. As they
compared Haymitch and Effie, and Peeta and Katniss, they began to identify more with each
character and use critical thinking skills to determine personality traits, skills, and motivations. I
feel this is extremely important, because as Paisley Livingston writes in Literature and
Rationality, "Developing intentional understanding of the characters' actions, then, is a necessary
(but not a sufficient) condition of the comprehension of most literary works" (9). At several
points throughout the novel I encouraged students to sympathize with characters and determine a
reason for their actions.
At this juncture I also introduced the term unreliable narrator to the class, defined by
writer John Hewitt as "a first-person narrator that for some reason has a compromised point-of
view," and asked them whether Katniss was reliable or not. We talked about how point of view
in a novel affects the narrator's reliability, as well as the fact that there can be different kinds of
unreliability. Students discussed this issue at length, and again used critical thinking skills to
unpack the author's intent as well as how they should be approaching the text of the novel.
After successfully engaging them in a conversation about this issue, I introduced one of
the main themes of the novel, which is reality television. Using this excerpt from an interview
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with Suzanne Collins, "The Hunger Games is a reality television program. An extreme one, but
that's what it is. And while I think some of those shows can succeed on different levels, there's
also the voyeuristic thrill, watching people being humiliated or brought to tears or suffering
physically. And that's what I find very disturbing," I discussed with students our current reality
television shows. They debated whether or not we could ever find ourselves watching a version
of The Hunger Games on TV, and how many of the shows we watch on TV today feature the
pain and humiliation of others. We also discussed how, on many of those shows, people's
appearance dictates their popularity, and how Collins had transferred that idea to The Hunger
Games as well.
After a day of discussion, I had students pretend like they were going to be competitors in
the Hunger Games. They had to choose a district as their home, and then create an outfit to wear
to the Opening Ceremony. They were also asked to plan an interview strategy and imagine what
their character's skills might be in the arena. By far this was the most popular activity we
completed while reading the novel. Students were extremely creative when designing costumes,
and I displayed the finished products on my wall, allowing students to assign sponsors to each
tribute based on their appearance and strategy for the Games. This activity really helped them
understand the reality TV link, and they became extremely concerned if their efforts did not
gamer sponsors! The students also had to use their creativity to translate the districts' professions
into outfits, and think critically to plan strategies for winning the Games. I believe that one
reason The Hunger Games was such a popular novel with my students is because it offers
opportunities such as this, combining literary theory with hands-on activities, which I had a hard
time doing with more traditional novels.
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Date: January 18, 2012
Subject: English
Grade: 11
SOL: 11.3, 11.4
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is the difference between entertainment and intrusion?
• What is trust? Is trust essential to relationships?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•

Read the eighth chapter of the novel
Discuss literary techniques such as flashback
Discuss agency of characters

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•

Identify the section of the chapter written as a flashback and analyze the author's choice
to include it here. Why bring up Gale in the middle of this chapter? What does the story
illustrate about Katniss and her relationships?
Understand the term "agency" and how it applies to the characters in the novel. Who has
agency and who doesn't? Is it possible for a character to have agency in one area of
his/her life and not another? How does agency tie into the idea of power?
Debate: who has power in the novel? What does this mean? Does power come with
money? Gender? Strength? Cunning? Can more than one person have more than one type
of power?

•
•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: What ifKatniss and Peeta had a different coach? Would they have more sponsors if
Haymitch wasn't their guide? How would their strategy be different?
Materials:
Novel set
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 19-20, 2012
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English
Grade: 11
SOL: 11.3, 10.3e
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is the difference between entertainment and intrusion?
• What is trust? Is trust essential to relationships?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•

Read the ninth chapter of the novel
Discuss irony and how it applies to the chapter
Discuss characters/traits

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•

Revisit character charts from chapters 1 & 2 and add to them. What else have we learned
about characters? How does it affect our understanding of them? Their believability?
• Discuss the first two paragraphs in particular; Does Katniss have a right to feel betrayed?
Why or why not? What do you think about her comment that he probably switched
training strategies because she outperformed him? What does that say about her?
• Discuss choices. What do you think about Katniss and Gale's choice not to defend the
Avox girl? Was the chance of being discovered enough to justify their choice? What do
you think about the girl's choice to help Katniss despite not having to? Should she feel
bitter toward Katniss, or not? How do you feel about the whole story and interaction?
When have we faced choices like this in our lives? How can we relate?
• Identify themes in the first part of the novel-Power, Identity, Appearances,
Love/Loyalty, Class, Independence
PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: If you were Katniss, how would you feel about Peeta's decision to be coached
separately? Why do you think Peeta made that decision? Do you think it was him, or was it
machinated by Haymitch and Effie?
Closing: Make predictions for Part II. How will Peeta and Katniss stack up against the other
competitors? What will the arena look like? How will each of them react to the Hunger Games?
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WEEK THREE REFLECTION

As we approached the end of the third part of the novel, I continued to have students focus on
more theoretical aspects of the text. For example, we discussed how characters continued to
change as the narrative progressed, and how the students felt about choices the author was
making in terms of tone and character development. At this point, it was really important to me
to cover some basic SOL requirements, but also to go a little deeper with our analysis and make
sure students understood that authors have to make decisions constantly about what they want
their narrative to be. As always, I was attempting to blend necessary review with the ideas of
teacher/scholar pedagogy and higher-level thinking.
Next, I introduced the term agency, which Laura Ahearn describes as "the socioculturally
mediated capacity to act" (112) and helped the students discover what agency meant within The
Hunger Games. We talked about who had agency and who didn't, and discussed whether it was
possible to have agency in some areas but not others. I then asked students how agency and
power were linked, and overall which groups had power in the novel. The students wrote a
response discussing power and where it stems from: money, gender, strength, etc.
Lastly, we discussed the various types of irony within literature and how they applied to
the novel. Chapter Nine especially included instances of dramatic and situational irony, so we
discussed Katniss' feelings and how the students thought of her as a character overall. Lastly, as
we wrapped up the first part of the novel, students made predictions about what would happen
next. They tried to visualize the arena, guess what direction Peeta and Katniss' relationship was
going to go, and determine what their interactions with other characters would be like.
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LESSON PLAN
Date: January 23, 2012
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
SOL: 11.3
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is more important for survival, strength or will?
• What do you do when you know you cannot win?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•
•

Read the tenth chapter of the novel
Discuss Peeta and Katniss' choices
Relate the Hunger Games to a current reality TV show

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•

Analyze Peeta's statement: "I don't want them to change me in there. Tum me into some
kind of monster I'm not" (141). What does this mean? Do you understand what he is
saying, or do you agree with Katniss that there is nothing to be done? Do you think that
some of the Capitol's power comes from people thinking like Katniss?
Discuss the reality TV element that continues to emerge. What reality show do you think
the Hunger Games is most like? Why? How does this ongoing theme affect your reading
of the book? Can you believe that we could get to a time where people would willingly
watch the deaths of others?
Analyze the strategies used to prepare for the Games.

•

•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: What would you do if you were in Katniss' place? How would you feel about Peeta's
declaration? What do you think the outcome will be? Is Peeta lying, or telling the truth?
Closing: Predict what the arena will look like, using clues in the chapter. How might different
environments affect the outcome? How would you feel at the moment right at the end of the
chapter before stepping out into the arena?
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Date: January 26, 2012
SOL: 11.3, 10.3
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What is more important for survival, strength or will?
• What do you do when you know you cannot win?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Read the thirteenth chapter of the novel
Discuss the Gamemakers' power and reality TV

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•
•
•

Examine the events of the ch ap ter and dissect the motives of the Gamemakers
Discuss the godlike aspects of the Gamemakers
Debate: How does being on TV change the tributes? How does knowing they are being
watched at all times affect them?

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Read aloud and ask comprehension questions
Call on students to read aloud

Opening and Closing:
Opening: Would you like to be on a reality TV show? Why or why not? How do you think the
inclusion of cameras in your life would change things?
Materials:
Novel set
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WEEK FOUR REFLECTION

During this week we continued our discussions on power and the theme of reality TV.
The students analyzed Katniss and Peeta's actions, knowing that they were performing for an
audience. I asked students to write a response to the characters' movements and judge their
actions, therefore tying together the main elements of our previous conversations. We also
discussed the power structures that emerged once the Games had begun (the Career Pack,
solitary tributes, allies) and how the Gamemakers affected them.
As part of the conversation about the Gamemakers, we also discussed the godlike nature
of these unseen manipulators, and their motives. I attempted to get the students to make
connections between the mythical Gamemakers and people in our own world who control the
actions of others. Just as we had done previously, I asked the students to make connections
between this dystopian universe and our own society.
This was an extremely productive week in terms of engaging students in conversation
about the novel and having them make important connections. I realized that my teacher/scholar
pedagogy was beginning to come together, and I was seeing real progress in my students'
responses. This was also about the time I started to lose my students; they were all reading
ahead! Once the Games began in earnest, the students were eager to find out what happened to
whom, and reading together in class simply was not working any more.
I lacked enough copies of the book to send one home with each student, so I was keeping
them in the classroom, but when even more novels started to disappear due to students taking
them home to read at night, I knew I had to change the way I was teaching. To solve this
problem, I decided to have my students complete reading journals. I gave them five days to read
four chapters and comment on them, and resolved to re-evaluate at the end of the next week.
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Date: January 30, 2012
SOL: 11.3, 11.7
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What do you do when you know you cannot win?
• Will there ever be an end to class differences?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Read chapter 14
Complete individual reading journals

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•
•
•
•

Understand the relationships between characters
Identify unknown vocabulary and guess at word meanings from context
Identify and explain an important quote from the chapter
Write a personal response to the chapter, analyzing the plot events and outlining their
emotional reaction

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Circulate room to help students and answer questions

Opening and Closing:
Opening: Will Katniss get down from the tree and away from the Careers? If you were them,
what would you do? If you were Katniss, what would your move be? Will Peeta help Katniss or
continue to work against her?
Materials:
Novel set
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WEEK FIVE REFLECTION

This week I encouraged my students to read individually and complete reading journals
for submission on Friday. These reading journals were my attempt to compensate for students
who were reading ahead of the class, as well as allowing those slower readers time to
comfortably keep up with the schedule. I asked students to read four chapters this week, and for
each chapter they had four sections to complete in their reading journals.
The first section was vocabulary, where students were asked to identify unknown words
and guess at the meaning based on context. This served two purposes: it would help prepare
students for the Reading SOL where they are often asked to identify vocabulary words, and it
encouraged good reading practices. My students do not have extensive vocabularies, so I wanted
them to actually stop and think about what they were reading instead of skipping over important
meanings. Though some students claimed to know every word in every chapter, most benefitted
from stopping to think about word meanings, and it was interesting to see what they guessed
words meant! At the end of the week I reviewed this section with students and helped them come
up with correct definitions. I like to merge the two types of instruction, because as pointed out in
Bringing Words to Life: Robust Vocabulary Instruction," .. . written context is clearly an
important source of new vocabulary for any reader. But relying on learning word meanings from
independent reading is not an adequate way to deal with students' vocabulary development" (9).
Bringing together context clues, dictionary skills, and discussion helps students better remember
word meanings.
The second section I asked students to write examined character relationships. These
chapters spanned Katniss' alliance with Rue and the destruction of the Careers' food supply, so
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there was a lot to discuss. Students needed to identify the main character of the chapter and how
he/she interacted with others and why. This was a follow-up to our previous conversations about
character motivations, and was a way for students to identify with the characters as well as track
the events of each chapter.
Thirdly, students had to choose an important quote from the chapter. These could be
something that struck them as funny, important, or ironic. This encouraged students to look for
turning points in the narrative, assess the author's techniques, or simply identify what drew them
into the story. For example, the most popular quote chosen for Chapter 14 was: "Sick and
disoriented, I'm able to form only one thought: Peeta Mellarkjust saved my life" (194). In
Chapter 17, they overwhelmingly focused on the last sentence of the chapter: "She just has time
to reach her hand through the mesh and say my name before the spear enters her body" (232).
Often, these quotes related to their character relationships or personal response sections, and I
used these quotes later as starting points for discussion about each chapter. When I asked
students what they picked out and why, it seemed easier and more authentic than when I chose
quotes to start discussion myself. Given a choice of what to discuss and knowing that their
opinion was important, students were even more enthusiastic to participate and advance their
thoughts about the text.
Lastly, I asked students to write a personal response to each chapter. This allowed me to
check that they were actually reading each chapter, and it also provided an open forum for their
thoughts and feelings about the events of the book. I found that in these responses, students felt
more comfortable writing about their emotions than they may have been sharing them out loud
with the class. It was in these responses that I discovered how much of a connection many had
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with Rue, or how smart they thought Katniss was, or how confused they were about Peeta's
motives. To me, this is the essence of teacher/scholar pedagogy: I encouraged students to share
their personal responses with the literature, but I was still pushing them to think critically in
ways they were previously unaware of.
On Friday during our discussion of these chapters, I learned a lot about how my students
were reading and thinking. At this point, though some students were just on track, many were far
ahead of where they needed to be, and I decided my lessons for the next week needed to provide
flexibility as· well. However, I noticed that some students were really struggling with reading
individually and keeping on track all week. In order to provide some support for these students, I
decided to have them participate in modified versions of literature circles in the upcoming week.
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LESSON PLAN
Date: February 6, 2012
Teacher: Colleen Herndon
SOL: 11.3
Grade: 11
Subject: English
ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What can we learn about our own society by reading books and studying situations like
this one?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Read Chapter 18 of the novel
Complete assessment on Part II of the novel

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•
•
•

Identify literary terms (alliteration, imagery, simile, foreshadowing, etc.)
Demonstrate reading comprehension skills
Analyze the relationships between characters and the events of the Hunger Games

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Circulate room to help students and answer questions

Opening and Closing:
Opening: What is the most shocking thing you read in the chapters from last week? Why was
that particular event one you remember most?
Closing: Discuss the events of Part II and give predictions for what will happen in Part III
Materials:
Novel set
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LESSON PLAN
Date: February 7, 2012
Subject: English

Teacher: Colleen Herndon

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.3, 11.7, 10.1

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What can we learn about our own society by reading books and studying situations like
this one?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Read chapter 19
Choose literature circle roles and complete worksheets on the chapter

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify important events of the chapter and where each took place
Identify unknown vocabulary and guess at word meanings from context
Identify and explain an important quote from the chapter
Summarize the chapter in own words and explain events to classmates
Create discussion questions about the chapter and lead a conversation with classmates
Identify an important event from the chapter and illustrate it

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will ...
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Circulate room to help students and answer questions

Materials:
Novel set
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LESSON PLAN
Date: February 13, 2012
Subject: English

Teacher: Colleen Herndon

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.1, 11.3, 11.7

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What can we learn about our own society by reading books and studying situations like
this one?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Discuss the events of chapters 19-22
Make predictions for the end of the novel

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•

Lead a discussion about each chapter using discussion questions written during literature
circles
Share important quotes and personal responses to them
Explain the events of each chapter and where they happened
Interpret personal renderings of each chapter

•
•
•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the novel
Circulate room to help students and answer questions

Materials:
Novel set
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WEEK SIX REFLECTION

This week, I asked students to work in groups of four or five in modified literature
circles. I had worked with literature circles before where each group worked on a different book,
but this time I changed the format slightly to allow students to read and work at their own pace
then come together on Friday for a class discussion of the chapters. Though literature circles can
often take different formats, I have long believed, as ReadWriteThink explains: "Literature
circles are a strong classroom strategy because of the way that they couple collaborative learning
with student-centered inquiry" (np). Because I wanted students to focus on certain aspects of the
novel, I did assign role sheets and ask each student to complete a task for each chapter. Harvey
Daniels, author of Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in Book Clubs and Reading Groups
warns against relying too much on role sheets, but admits: "Each of the roles was designed to
support collaborative learning by giving kids clearly defined, interlocking, and open-ended tasks.
And the sheets also enact a key assumption about reading-that readers who approach a text
with clear-cut, conscious purposes will comprehend more" (13). However, to allow students
some choice in the matter, I gave each student five sheets and only required that they complete
four. That way, if they wanted to avoid drawing an interpretation of the chapter, they could;
conversely, students who wanted to draw but not write discussion questions were able to do so.
The five role sheets students received were: Summarizer, Travel Tracker, Illustrator,
Discussion Leader, and Word Wizard. Each role demanded a different reading skill of the
students, and they seemed to enjoy the variety. For example, to successfully complete the Travel
Tracker worksheet, students had to identify the key events in the chapter, then record where they
took place. They tracked the characters' movements from the beginning to the end of the chapter
and discussed the importance of this movement. The Illustrator had to use his/her imagination to
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draw a scene from one of the chapters. Each worksheet also asked students to relate the reading
to their everyday lives. The most challenging roles were Discussion Leader and Word Wizard.
To complete the Discussion Leader worksheet, students had to write five discussion questions
about the chapter that would jumpstart group discussion, and Word Wizards had to pick
important quotes from the chapter for their classmates to discuss and debate. These roles
challenged students to think critically and as leaders of the group-a tough position for some of
them.
Once students had read the four chapter� and completed their worksheets, I brought
everyone together for a class discussion. The students shared their drawings, asked their
discussion questions, summarized events for each other, and carefully considered the
implications of the characters' actions. Altogether, I think this was the most involved students
got with the book, and I believe the success of the lesson had to do with the scaffolding I had
provided earlier in the unit. After all, as Clarke and Holwadel state, "Teachers cannot just trust
that successful peer-led student discussion will emerge naturally on its own. Students need to be
taught skills for engaging in productive discussions" ("Help!" np). Over the past six weeks, I had
seen the majority of my students emerge as eager readers and critical thinkers, and now they
were sharing those skills with their peers in an open environment.
Because of time constraints, we ended up reading the last five chapters of the novel
together, but the discussions did not end. I was able to introduce many varied topics of
deliberation to my students, even using an excerpt from an NPR story on David Smith's recent
book Less Than Human to discuss how people often dehumanize their enemies ("Less Than
Human: The Psychology of Cruelty''). Using this theory, they listed ways in which tributes
brought to the Capitol were treated like animals and had their humanity taken away. I truly
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believe that my students would never have reached the level of analysis they did had I tried to
teach these concepts with a classic novel that did not interest them or that they could not relate
to. I think Gibbons, Dail, and Stallworth say it best in their article Young Adult Literature in the
English Curriculum Today: "Many teachers have come to acknowledge that the reality of
teaching the classics is similar to the reality of trying to teach a pig to sing: It does not work and
annoys the pig" (53). Thankfully, I came to this realization early on, and was able to develop the
idea of teacher/scholar pedagogy and incorporate even more YA literature into my teaching.
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JAKE, REINVENTED LESSON PLANS

Following are some lesson plans that I used to teach Gordon Korman's novel Jake,
Reinvented to my Dual Enrollment students. I have chosen the lesson plans that complement the

kinds of conversations I was able to produce with The Hunger Games. Since I did teach this
novel to Dual Enrollment students, some of the terms I introduced represent more college-level
knowledge; however, I fully believe that any students could benefit from reading this novel and
completing these activities. As I mentioned before, Jake, Reinvented is a YA version of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic The Great Gatsby. As such, this novel deals with the themes of
love/obsession, social classes, and the nature of true friendship. However, it also describes wild
high school parties, swapping essays for beer, and other high-interest activities, making it the
perfect mix for eleventh grade students.
As we read the novel, I had students work mostly independently or in small groups, and
then come together for discussion about terms I introduced to them. Students were also expected
to complete 500-word journals in which they answered a prompt that expanded upon our class
discussions.
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LESSON PLAN
Date: December 2011 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.3, 11.7

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• How do we·attempt to fit into society's accepted roles? Do we spend too much time
trying to convince others that we are someone we're not?
• How does materialism affect relationships?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Introduce the term "Ideological State Apparatus"
Have students apply the term to the novel Jake, Reinvented

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•
•
•

Define"ideology" in his/her own words
Understand"ideological state apparatus,""interpellation" and other related terms
Apply these terms to the novel, especially in relation to the characters Rick, Jake, Todd,
and Didi
o For example, when Rick makes the comment"" about Todd, is it really because
of Todd's personality, or just because he is the quarterback and fulfilling the
expected role of a quarterback?
o Didi: looks, unwillingness to pick Jake over Todd, etc.
o Dipsy: undermining expectations, or playing his assigned role as well?

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•
•

Supply students with a copy of the article from this webpage:
http://www. cla.purdue. edu/english/theory/marxism/modules/ althusserideology.html
Provide definitions for new terms
Lead discussion and pose questions

Materials:
Novel set
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LESSON PLAN
Date: December 2011 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.3, 11.7

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• How do we attempt to fit into society's accepted roles? Do we spend too much time
trying to convince others that we are someone we're not?
• How does materialism affect relationships?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Introduce the term "scatological"
Have students apply the term to the novel Jake, Reinvented

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to...
•

Define "scatological elements" in his/her own words
o Students will look up the definition of scatology as it applies to literature in small
groups
Understand the ways in which scatology does or does not appear in the novel
o Discuss various definitions as a class
o Complete a journal entry: Are there scatological elements in the novel? (There
can be in one sense, and not in others.) Give at least two examples from the text to
support your claim. Does the presence or absence of these elements make a
difference in your reading of the text? Why? Compare this novel to others you
have read and discuss the realism that scatological elements may bring to the text.

•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•

Help provide definitions for new terms
Lead discussion and pose questions

Materials:
Novel set
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LESSON PLAN
Date: December 2011 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.7, 11.1

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• How do we attempt to fit into society's accepted roles? Do we spend too much time
trying to convince others that we are someone we're not?
• How does materialism affect relationships?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Introduce some key principles of feminist criticism
Have students apply the principles to the novel Jake, Reinvented

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•

Complete a journal entry: What is the role of women in the novel? How are the female
characters treated as opposed to the men? Who is dominant in the text and why? What
does this say about the nature of power?
Bring journals to class and participate in a discussion about feminist literary criticism
o Students will use the Purdue OWL website
(http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/722/11/) to learn about the principles
of feminist criticism and how they may apply to Jake, Reinvented
o Students will use the questions listed on the website (i.e. How is the relationship
between men and women portrayed?) to re-evaluate the novel
o Students will revise/add to their journal entries

•

0

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•

Help provide definitions for new terms
Lead discussion and pose questions

Materials:
Novel set
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LESSON PLAN
Date: December 2011 Teacher: Colleen Herndon
Subject: English

Grade: 11

SOL: 11.1, 11.3, 11.7

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• How do we attempt to fit into society's accepted roles? Do we spend too much time
trying to convince others that we are someone we're not?
• How does materialism affect relationships?
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S):
•
•

Review the term "reliable narrator"
Have students apply the term to the novel Jake, Reinvented

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson
the student will be able to ...
•

Define a reliable and unreliable narrator in literature
o http://www.poewar.com/john-hewitt%E2%80%99s-writing-tips-explaining-the
unreliable-narrator/
Discuss the narrative style of Jake, Reinvented and make an argument that Rick is either a
reliable or unreliable narrator
o Describe Rick's social position in the novel and how it affects his narration
o Decide whether Rick is fallible, or simply does not know certain information and
what the distinction is between the two
Complete a journal entry: What is Rick like as a narrator? Is he a reliable storyteller, or
does his version of events seem suspect? How do his qualities as a character affect his
narration? Does his social standing make Rick an unknowing narrator, or an unreliable
one?

•

•

PROCEDURES:
The teacher will...
•
•

Help provide definitions for new terms
Lead discussion and pose questions

Materials:
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Novel set
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JAKE, REINVENTED FINAL REFLECTION

As mentioned previously, these lesson plans represent the most interesting or toughest
concepts for the students to grasp. However, some extremely productive conversations and good
analysis stemmed from these lessons. For example, in a journal about reliable narration, one
student wrote: "What makes a reliable narrator or storyteller? A reliable narrator can be trusted,
understood, and doesn't mislead their [sic] audience... However, Rick was at times biased as well
as slightly suspect with his versions of events...also, his qualities as a character slightly affected
his narration of the story." Another asserted: "Rick, in my opinion, is a very reliable narrator.
When Rick tells us things are happening, we can trust that what he sees or assumes is true ..."
Though the students did not always come to the same conclusions, all of them learned to back up
their assumptions with quotes and examples from the book, and were more comfortable with the
idea that there is not necessarily a "right" answer to all questions about literature.
The same thing happened with the journals about feminist criticism; overall, the students
were sharply divided in their opinions about who was ascribed power in the novel. For instance,
one journal stated: "Overall in this novel, the males are more dominant. ..because the story is
based around males and their lives, mainly the football team. This proves that the nature of
power belongs to the male population ..." However, another student (a male) wrote: "Didi and
Jennifer played a very dominant role in the novel. Didi made the cool main character Jake lose
all composure and slip into an admiring daze ... Though she made it very clear she was not
interested in him, she still controlled all of his actions and could convince him to do almost
anything." Before writing a full-length literary analysis paper of their own, the students still had
to hone the concepts of academic language and scholarly ethos, but using a high-interest young
adult novel to start these conversations was extremely productive.
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Best of all, the students were invested in the story by the time we got to the end of the
novel, and they had lots of opinions about the ending! I gave them a creative assignment-to
rewrite the ending of the story-which they excelled at, and by the time we read The Great
Gatsby they were more than ready to critique that novel as well.
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CONCLUSION

Using YA literature in conjunction with teacher/scholar pedagogy has completely
changed my perspectives about effective teaching. When it comes down to it, I believe that the
role ofhigh school English teachers needs to fundamentally change. As opposed to making sure
our students pass a state-mandated standardized test, we need to ensure that our students have the
literacy skills necessary to succeed in the world. We should be less concerned with percentages,
and more concerned with the actual people we encounter every day. Interesting our students and
encouraging a love ofreading is our real job. I have to agree with Alan Sitomer: "Ifyou want to
create lifelong readers then you must instill a sense ofthe joy ofreading. It's not rocket science.
Lifelong readers read because they find personal worth and fulfillment in doing so (D'uh!),and
yet there seem to be bevies ofPhD folks who don't grasp this very plebian, very simple, very
obvious idea" (46). Young adult novels are the key to our students' interaction with and love of
literature.
Because I believe that our students need to read YA literature, I also believe that we need
to teach it with the same respect and intensity we would teach any classic novel. Though our
students should read what they are interested in, they should not be subjected to a watered-down
curriculum that does not challenge and surprise them. YA novels can and should stand on their
own as privileged texts in our classrooms, not merely bridges to "harder" or more "classic"
literature. Simple figurative language, complicated terms ofcriticism: all can be taught using YA
novels as opposed to large, dry textbooks that students cannot engage with.
While the lesson plans included here are only examples, I feel they adequately
demonstrate what I am trying to do by meaningfully teaching YA literature. My students have
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learned more and become more engaged with reading than I have ever before seen in a high
school classroom, and by positioning myself as a learner along with them instead of an
information-giver, I have opened myself up to new experiences. Along the way, my students
have learned new terms and critical strategies that they can apply to any book they read, whether
it be YA literature or not. Ensuring that they have something to carry with them instead of
merely memorizing information about one particular text is critical to teacher/scholar pedagogy,
and our students' further success in life.
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